
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER
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Ihre Aufgaben
Additional responsibilities:

UX and HCD/UCD are a part of your work philosophy. You naturally focus on the user and ensure that the team
validates product ideas with real users. You feel comfortable in a startup environment and are familiar with lean
and agile methodologies in a practical context, not just from inspiring TED talks.

As our senior product manager, you are the central contact person in our team, bringing together people and
ideas. You bridge different interests and help TestingTime advance one step at a time while maintaining an
overview of the strategy and vision. Your varied daily work entails keeping track of the concerns of the entire
team (sales, marketing, test users, recruitment, engineering, UX design), prioritising each one, organising the
details and coordinating collaboration.

Aufgaben im Detail:

You are the central contact person in our team, bringing together people and ideas

You bridge different interests and help TestingTime advance one step at a time while maintaining an overview
of the strategy and vision

Your varied daily work entails keeping track of the concerns of the entire team (sales, marketing, test users,
recruitment, engineering, UX design), prioritising each one, organising the details and coordinating
collaboration.

As a liaison, you value a culture of ‘getting things done

You have an analytical working style and stringent quality standards

You are also passionate about your work and detail-oriented

You are good at setting priorities, working systematically and keeping an overview and a cool head in chaotic
situations

You use facts to make arguments when it comes to your KPIs, and know how to say no when necessary.

Das bringen Sie mit
Minimum of three years work experience in a comparable position

Bridge-building mentality with strong communication skills

Experience with product management processes, SCRUM and work fields in the digital area

Analytical and focused on quality

You place a high value on UX

Background as an interaction designer, software engineer, design manager or similar

You have excellent written and spoken English and/or German skills
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